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Deep in my heart
In my soul
Yeah you know
How I flow
It's real yeah this my Second Nature
My Second Nature
Yeah feel it with me now

I will do it my way won't care what you think
Cuz what it's gon be isn't what it may seem
Givin you a little extra, like a late fee
I'm growin, as they decayin like gangrene
Standin on my own pavin my own path
I'm what you can't subtract add it up do the math
On a path of destruction, tryna bring the bucks in
But still do me don't let em ruin how I function
Tell em that it's nothin, but Second Nature
No I don't hate and won't replace ya
Hate to admit it but I will disgrace ya
Erase ya zap ya out my life like a laser
See ya later I'm coastin I'm gone
Vandalize the scene let em know that I'm on
Cameo to cameo I'm locally known
From the day when this began I have vocally grown so

Deep in my heart
In my soul
Yeah you know
How I flow
It's real yeah this my Second Nature
My Second Nature
Yeah feel it with me now

Strange wisdom hail from kingdom, come
I want love and then I think some
In my head and I'm talkin like twins does
I'm a G and I do it like the pen does
I jot down what I feel, then some
As a writer I'm prolific, then some
Chi, and my voice like Glee
E, checkin the note I'm rappin G
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What the freak, I put on for the streets
Then I tag this bitch all up on the wall, street
Neat, I put em in they seat
It's amazing how I capture all the week
7 days then attach it to the beat
Damn them rhymes over heads
That one flew, right above me
It's my Second Nature I want you to love me yeah

Deep in my heart
In my soul
Yeah you know
How I flow
It's real yeah this my Second Nature
My Second Nature
Yeah feel it with me now

Some know Brian, some know Tactics
Some show love, some talk mad s***
Subtle like an ad lib, think I don't notice?
Truth is ya flow bogus, so yes I don't notice
Fore you say ya chosen, think about ya skill
Think about ya words, fore you tell someone you will
Try to be creative and original not typical
And keep ya ears open there will be subliminals
Let em hate let em be concerned
No need to get stern let em live and learn
Somethin like a kernel how we bout to pop
Climbin up to a spot on a mountain top
Lookin down on em, clown on em
Do it like no ones around on em
Proud to be a problem, ain't no way to solve this
Lovin hip hop so proud to be an artist
Regardless, on a microphone I go the hardest

Deep in my heart
In my soul
Yeah you know
How I flow
It's real yeah this my Second Nature
My Second Nature
Yeah feel it with me now
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